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A Message from 2022 DAAR President, Rich Blessing 
 
Dear DAAR Members, 
 
My name is Rich Blessing and I’m proud to be serving 
as your 2022 DAAR President. What an honor to 
represent this amazing Association. 
 
As I stated in my installation speech on December 9, 
there are many important goals I know we will all 
work together to achieve in the year ahead.  
 
I believe that as REALTORS®, colleagues, and small 
business owners we must always help and support 
each other. That is why this year I want each of us to ask ourselves: 
 
“What’s my role?”  
 
We must all determine what role we play in building and growing this Association.  
 
As REALTORS®, we certainly serve an important role when it comes to supporting the 
REALTORS® Political Action Committee (RPAC) and the work they do to fight for 
REALTORS® and property rights. Through RPAC, Virginia REALTORS® (VAR) has been 
steadfast in their work to combat harmful legislation and promote policies at all levels of 
government to protect REALTORS® and their clients. In 2022, it is imperative that we all 
play our part in supporting RPAC and in turn supporting each other.  
 
As we head into the new year, one of the most pressing state-level priorities is the fight 
for affordable, quality REALTOR® health insurance. VAR has been working tirelessly on 
this issue for years, and 2022 should be the year we get it done. In late December, VAR 
initialized a Call for Action (CFA) to help ensure this bill gets approved. As DAAR 
members, we must support each other by participating in the CFA and contacting our 
Delegates and Senators to help us make 2022 the year we reach the finish line and get 
this bill signed into law. 
 
When reviewing DAAR’s new 2022-24 Strategic Plan, there are several areas we will 
address over the next three years, but one specific point I would like to call out is the 
emphasis placed on our diversity, equity and inclusion, or “DEI” efforts. The phrase, or 
some derivative of it, is used 11 times throughout our four-page plan, showing our 
commitment to designing and delivering programs that are comprehensive, 
sustainable, repeatable and community-wide. 

https://dullesarea.com/advocacy-legal/rpac/
https://mstr.app/2350c34f-d5c6-4a9f-8c41-7c6dd39f18ba?t=email&c=f9bc6509-28bd-4bb9-9740-6257a0b8fb21
https://mstr.app/2350c34f-d5c6-4a9f-8c41-7c6dd39f18ba?t=email&c=f9bc6509-28bd-4bb9-9740-6257a0b8fb21
https://dullesarea.com/our-mission/
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DEI is undoubtedly an area where I would encourage us all to ask ourselves, “What’s my 
role?” Our Diversity & Housing Initiatives Committee, which was established in 2020, is 
already doing great work in this area, and we will continue to pursue meaningful 
change. 
 
I could not end this letter before personally thanking Nancy Pav for her tremendous 
leadership as DAAR President in 2021. I had a front row seat as I watched her execute 
her term and I was blown away by how hard and how diligently she worked for this 
Association.  
 
I’m confident that all of us will embrace our roles in the coming year, and I for one look 
forward to leading DAAR in my new role as President and alongside the rest of the 
Executive Committee and Board of Directors. Please reach out to me with questions or 
suggestions at president@dullesarea.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Rich Blessing 
2022 DAAR President 
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